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Haj Ali Mokhtari, the founder of Galaxy Stones, continued his fa-
ther’s career after his death and with hard effort could be the man-
 ager of one of the biggest factories of that time the age of 20. He
 has always tried to share a new approach in stone industry with his
colleagues to improve stone industry which one of these approach-

 es is the effort to produce qualified product competitive with global
 market favorite products and also by means of various instruments

he has tried to operate this approach to very high levels.markets



 Galaxy Stones with 7000m2 monthly productivity in more than 20
 products in slab and tile dimensions with 10 industrial units has very
 high productivity in the field of different crystal, marble, travertine,
 granite, traonyx, tramite, limestone and sandstone types of stone
 which produces all of these products with new global standards
 with specific methods and introduces them to interior and global

markets

About Us





Crystal



 Crystal is a kind of stone founded on silica which is obvious through
 its appellation. This kind of stone is found in light and sometimes in
dark colors. White models of this stone are translucent to some ex-
 tents and enjoy high stability. Nowadays, by technology progression
and production of this kind of stone’s slabs, some types of it have be-
 come available to builders which through putting them next to each
 other, so eye-catching symmetrical patters will be created. This type
 of stone has been processed and used for a long time ago but this

stone is mainly exported due to industry advancements

StrongVarietyQuality



Saiman Crystal with its especial patterns inside it-
self is one of the most popular stones in global mar-
 kets and one can dare to say that each of them
 is an extraordinary picture which includes nature
beauty

Saiman
Crystal

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile  and Slab

Polished

1/8cm, 2cm and 3cm

2/26 %

0/73 %

590

2/69





 This crystal is able to bring an especial and uniform pattern to the space with its veins.
This stone is economical in busy buildings floor and reduces cleaning cost and also cre-
ates specific environment like sea waves

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile
Veined 





This stone with its especial patterns and unrepeatable designs mainly helps design-
ers who aim at designing space with busy designs. Each Saiman tile has extraordi-
nary watercolor design which repeat is impossible in it

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile
Marbled 





 Bookmatch of this
 beautiful crystal stone
 usually creates garbled
and abstract geomet-
rical figures which dou-
 bles attractiveness and
 beauty in spaces which
 have used it. Saiman
 Crystal presents you a
 calm space with white
 background and bluish
lines

Slab
Veined 





اسلب



4
Matches



This stone with its espe-
cial patterns attracts 
every viewer’s atten-
tion and makes him/
her staring at itself. If 
you want to experi-
ence a natural paint-
ing picture at home or 
work space, use wa-
tercolor Saiman Crys-
tal and show off its 
uniqueness

Slab
Marbled 





اسلب



4
Matches



With the support of extraction, Galaxy Stones always has the ability to supply stone for large projects



Galaxy Stones has always tried to offer the best to its customers around the world



 Dark crystal is one of the most especial kinds of
 crystal stones. This stone has been distinctive with
 its dark blue and lead background and white
and black veins in markets it has been also distin-
guished from other crystals to have its own espe-
cial market and audiences

Dark
Crystal

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile  and Slab

Polished

1/8cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/20 %

0/26 %

830

2/70





Dark crystals are recommended for selecting a specific and luxury stone for build-
 ing floor. This stone with high abradability presents you a beautiful polished surface.
 Dark crystal with dark and light veins have always created peerless patterns and
presents its specific signature to environment

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile
Veined 





 Dark crystal slabs can
 be placed next to
each other in book-
 match and fourmatch
 patterns to make you
 enjoy the created
scene. This stone is ex-
 traordinary in its kind
 since some veins of it
 can transfer light. If you
 prefer a beautiful dark
colorful stone, we rec-
ommend you this stone

Slab
Veined 







4
Matches



Crystal stone with high and delicate details is defi-
 nitely Aligudarz Stone. This stone shows a beautiful
 frame with its very fine blue, yellow and red lines
on its white and gray background to attract ev-
 ery viewer’s attention. Many parts of this stone are
translucent with low percent

Aligudarz 
Crystal

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile  and Slab

Polished

1/8cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/12 %

0/02 %

910

2/74





This stone has been popular and favored in Iran and has always kept its position in 
Iran market in different shapes. Certainly this stone and its tile are among the first 
stones in Iran’s production and processing cycle and after so many years it is still 
one of the bests in the markets

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile





By the progression of 
technology and ex-
traction and new pro-
cessing of Aligudarz 
Stone, artisans, design-
ers and manufacturers 
have recently recog-
nized more beauty di-
mensions of this stone 
in slab and have start-
ed producing it in 
slab form, they have 
introduced it to glob-
al markets and they 
have also accepted 
this valuable pearl

Slab





اسلب

feather



4
Matches
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